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This paper focuses majorly on the design of the system which will be used to screen resumes (Curriculum Vitae) for a particular 

job posting. In the proposed system will encourage the job applicant candidates as well as the recruiters to use it for job 

applications and screening of resumes. Recruitment is a tedious process wherein the first task for any recruiter is to screen the 

resumes. The proposed web application is designed in such a way that job applicant as well as recruiters can use it with ease for 

applying for job openings and screening respectively. The recruiters from various companies can post the details of the job 

openings available in their respective companies. The interactive system will allow the job applicants to submit their resume and 

apply for their job postings they may still be interested in. The resumes submitted by the candidates are then compared with the 

job profile requirement posted by the company recruiter by using techniques like machine learning and Natural Language 

Processing (NLP). Scores can then be given to the resumes and they can be ranked from highest match to lowest match. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Talent acquisition is an important, complex, and 

time-consuming function within Human Resources 

(HR). The sheer scale of Indias market is overwhelming. 

Not only is there a staggering one million people 

coming into the job market every month, but there is 

also huge turnover[1-3]. As per LinkedIn, India has the 

highest percentage of the workforce that is “actively 

seeking a new job”. Clearly, this is an extremely liquid, 

massive market but one that also has many frustrating 

inefficiencies[4-6]. The most challenging part is the lack 

of a standard structure and format for resume which 

makes short listing of desired profiles for required roles 

very tedious and time-consuming [7].   

Effective screening of resumes requires domain 

knowledge, to be able to understand the relevance and 

applicability of a profile for the job role. With a huge 

number of different job roles existing today along with 

the typically large number of applications received, 

short-listing poses a challenge for the human resource 

department [8]. Which is only further worsened by the 

lack of diverse skill and domain knowledge within the 
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HR department, required for effective screening? Being 

able to weed out non-relevant profiles as early as 

possible in the pipeline results in cost savings, both in 

terms of time as well as money.  Today the industry face 

three major challenges: • Separating right candidates 

from the pack - India being a huge job market and with 

millions seeking jobs; it is humanly impossible to screen 

the CVs and find the right match. This makes the whole 

hiring process slow and inefficient costing resources to 

the companies [9-11].   

Making sense of candidate CVs - Second challenges 

are posed by the fact that the CVs in the market are not 

standard practically every resume in the market has 

different structure and format [12-14]. HR has to 

manually go through the CVs to find the right match to 

the job description. This is resource intensive and prone 

to error whereby a right candidate for the job might get 

missed in the process [15].  Knowing that candidates can 

do the job before you hire them -The third and the major 

challenge is mapping the CV to the job description to 

understand if the candidate would be able to do the job 

for which she is being hired [16-17].   

 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

         All the existing methods are using either 

manual approach or face to face interviews for selecting 

the candidate profiles. But now the strategy is 

completely changed and hence a very accurate model is 

required which can identify the candidates very easily 

and effectively for giving job for them. 

         As there is lot of demand now days for several 

jobs, recruiters are filtering the resumes through online 

mode rather than manual approach. So in this case if the 

job seeker failed to prepare the resume with suitable 

keywords then there is a chance of losing the job due to 

missing of main keywords. Hence this motivated me to 

develop an application in which job seekers can able to 

check his resume before he upload for any job provider. 

Based on the job category role, our application will 

suggest best keywords and how much accuracy the 

current resume is holding.    

       The feasibility of the project is analyzed in this 

phase and business proposal is put forth with a very 

general plan for the project and some cost estimates. 

During system analysis the feasibility study of the 

proposed system is to be carried out. This is to ensure 

that the proposed system is not a burden to the 

company.  For feasibility analysis, some understanding 

of the major requirements for the system is essential. 

Three key considerations involved in the feasibility 

analysis are   

A. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS  

Processor:       Core  I3    

RAM:       4 GB (min)  

Hard Disk:      100 GB  

 B. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  

Operating system:     Windows7 (Min).  

Coding Language:      Python 

Front-End:            Google Collab  

Dataset:                      ML Algorithms on two datasets  

3.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1 System Architecture 

3.1 MODULES  

The modules are Gathering data, Pre-Processing, 

Processing, Interpretation.  

The whole approach is depicted by the following 

flowchart.  

DATA GATHERING  

PRE-PROCESSING  

PROCESSING  

INTERPRETATION  

 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the Technique 
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3.1.1 DATA GATHERING  

Here we try to load the data set from two different 

sources one is from google and other is from LinkedIn 

profiles from Kaggle. Once dataset is downloaded, we 

try to load the dataset to the system for performing the 

operations.  

3.1.2 PRE-PROCESSING  

Data pre-processing is a technique that is used to 

convert raw data into a clean dataset. The data is 

gathered from different sources is in raw format which 

is not feasible for the analysis. Pre-processing for this 

approach takes 4 simple yet effective steps.   

➢ Attribute selection: Some of the attributes in the 

initial dataset that was not pertinent (relevant) to the 

experiment goal were ignored. 

➢ Cleaning missing values: In some cases the 

dataset contain missing values. We need to be 

equipped to handle the problem when we come across 

them. Obviously you could remove the entire line of 

data but what if you're inadvertently removing crucial 

information? after all we might not need to try to do 

that. one in every of the foremost common plan to 

handle the matter is to require a mean of all the values 

of the same column and have it to replace the missing 

data. The library used for the task is called Scikit Learn 

preprocessing. It contains a class called Imputer which 

will help us take care of the missing data.   

 

➢ Training and Test data: Splitting the Dataset 

into Training set and Test Set Now the next step is to 

split our dataset into two. Training set and a Test set. 

We will train our machine learning models on our 

training set, i.e our machine learning models will try to 

understand any correlations in our training set and 

then we will test the models on our test set to examine 

how accurately it will predict. A general rule of the 

thumb is to assign 80% of the dataset to training set and 

therefore the remaining 20% to test set. 

3.1.3 PROCESSING   

Classification of data is a two-phase process. In 

phase one which is called training phase a classifier is 

built using training set of tuples. The second phase is 

the classification phase, where the testing set of tuples 

is used for validating the model and the performance 

of the model is analyzed. Here we try to classify both 

the datasets and make the system understand several 

keywords which are required for choosing job profile 

and how to classify the jobs based on suitable 

keywords.  

3.1.4 INTERPRETATION  

The data set used for is further spitted into two sets 

consisting of two third as training set and one third as 

testing set. Here we apply ML models such as N-Gram 

and WORDCLOUD for making the recommendation of 

job-related keywords for the end users based on 

suitable job type. 

4. OUTPUT SCREENS  

LOAD DATASET  

   

IMPORT LIBRARIES  
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DISPLAY THE DATASET  

  

  

ELIMINATE DUPLICATE KEYWORDS FOR 

UNIQUENESS  

  

APPLY NLP  

 

   

WORD CLOUD  

  
CHOOSE CATEGORY AND UPLOAD RESUME  
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1.  

 LIST OF WORDS  

  

PREDICT THE ACCURACY AND RECOMMEND 

KEYWORDS  

  

        
 

5. SYSTEM TESTING  

TEST CASES  

Negative Test Cases  

 

Test Case 1: Dataset 

Selection  

  

Priority(H.L):High  

Test Objective: to check Dataset Selection success or fail    

22252Test Description: In this HOME screen, when the user 

selects the resume_skills dataset  

Requirement Verified: Yes  

Test Environment: System connected with the dataset.  

Actions  Expected Results  

 when the user 

selects the dataset by 

clicking upload 

button.  

  

• Uploading 

dataset fail  

• Select valid 

Dataset  

Pass: no Condition Pass: No        Fail: Yes  

Problems/Issues: Yes  

Notes: Selection is fail  

  

Test Case 2: 

Execute inception V3  

Algorithms               

Priority(H.L):High  

Test Objective: has to check whether algorithms are working  

52Test Description: In this home page user dataset and after that 

he will check resume_skills dataset    

Requirement Verified: No  

Test Environment: System connected with the dataset.  

Actions  Expected Results  
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 Run 

ML 

Algorithms 

by clicking 

Run button  

• Comparing fail   

• Select  valid  dataset 

 and algorithms  

Pass: no Condition Pass: No        Fail: Yes  

Problems/Issues: Yes  

Notes: Algorithm fail   

 

Positive Test Cases  

 

Test Case 1: Dataset 

Selection  

  

  

Priority(H.L):High  

Test Objective: to check dataset Selection success or fail    

22252Test Description: In this HOME screen, when the user 

selects the input dataset it display path label  

Requirement Verified: Yes  

Test Environment: System connected with the dataset.  

Actions  Expected Results  

 when the user 

selects the input by 

clicking upload 

button.  

 Dataset path 

Label can be shown  

Pass: yes Condition Pass: No        Fail: No  

Problems/Issues: No  

Notes: Dataset Selection successfully completed  

  

Test Case 2: Running 

inception V3 Algorithm  

  

Priority(H.L):High  

Test Objective: has to check ML algorithms  related to trained 

Dataset  

22252Test Description: In this home page user will choose 

resume_skills dataset  

Requirement Verified: No  

Test Environment: System connected with the dataset.  

Actions  Expected Results  

 Run VGG-19 

algorithm by clicking 

Run button  

 Display Features of 

resume  

skills dataset  

Pass: yes Condition Pass: No        Fail: Yes  

Problems/Issues: No  

Notes: NLP Model is successful.  

  

6. CONCLUSION  

   Huge number of applications received by the 

organization for every job post. Finding the relevant 

candidate’s application from the pool of resumes is a 

tedious task for any organization nowadays. The 

process of classifying the candidate’s resume is manual, 

time consuming, and waste of resources. To overcome 

this issue, we have proposed an automated machine 

learning based model which recommends suitable 

candidate’s resume to the HR based on given job 

description. The proposed model worked in two phases: 

first, classify the resume into different categories. 

Second, recommends resume based on the similarity 

index with the given job description. The proposed 

approach effectively captures the resume insights, their 

semantics and yielded an accuracy of 78.53% with 

Linear SVM classifier. The performance of the model 

may enhance by utilizing the deep learning models like: 

Convolutional Neural Network, Recurrent Neural 

Network, or Long-Short Term Memory and others. If an 

Industry provides a large number of resume, then 

Industry specific model can be developed by utilizing 

the proposed approach. By involving the domain 

experts like HR professional would help to build a more 

accurate model, feedback of the HR professional helps 

to improve the model iteratively. 
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